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Monroe County Public Library: 
From future search process  
to a vibrant future 

Consensus 
“We put the public in public policy” 
 
Contact: 
Jennifer Wilding, director 
jenwilding@consensuskc.org 
816.531.5078 
PO Box 10252 
Kansas City, MO 64171 
www.consensuskc.org 
 
The Consensus team includes: 
• Tom Hennen 
• Jennifer Wilding 
• Mary Jo Draper 
 
in partnership with ETC Institute,  
including: 
• Elaine Tatham 
• Chris Tatham 
• Ron Vine 
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Five of the last ten years, the Monroe County Public Li-
brary was named one of the top ten libraries of its size in 
the country. It is ranked 15th in the nation in terms of per 
capita circulation. It is an excellent library at the top of its 
game. Like all libraries, though, it faces challenges. Some 
challenges are specific to this library while others are 
faced by libraries throughout the U.S. The Monroe County 
Public Library intends to engage its community in looking 
into the future and identifying strategies that will allow it 
to thrive. 
 The challenges specific to the Monroe County 
Public Library include funding and governance: 

• In 2012, the library will pay off its debt service 
and will lose some $500,000 in operating income 
as a result. While the library will likely seek a 
three-year general obligation bond to replace the 
half-million, it also recognizes that there may be 
increased losses each year due to the state’s prop-
erty tax caps and the economic downturn. 

• As state government takes an activist role in local 
government, it is expected to work to limit fund-
ing and to limit the library board’s decision-
making authority. 

 

 All libraries will face rapid changes in their oper-
ating environments that will require an effective response. 
The Monroe County Public Library and its Futures Com-
mittee highlight three changes: 

• Dramatic changes in the publishing industry, as 
primary producers of books, music and movies 
move towards digital distribution of content. 

• Dramatic changes in the telecommunications/
information industry, as mobile devices become 
increasingly important to individuals’ lives. 

• Significant changes in patrons’ learning and in-
formation-seeking behaviors. 

 There is change that happens to us and change 
that we create ourselves. As physical books become elec-
tronic blips, as people haul their worlds around in smart 
phones, as young and old dig for data in new ways, the 
library must transform itself to remain relevant. Further-
more, the Monroe County library must do this in an envi-
ronment where funds are shrinking and an activist state 
government seeks control. The library wants to do more 
than just respond to these environmental challenges. To 
remain one of the country’s top libraries, it must identify 
a vision of the future that calls forth the best in its leaders, 
staff and stakeholders. 

Monroe County Public Library: 
From future search process to a vibrant future 

During a future search, a mind map shows the trends that community members feel will most affect the library. 
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 The Monroe County Public Library wants to en-
gage its community in a listening process and a statistical-
ly valid survey on the path to a strategic plan. It seeks an 
engagement model that helps audiences think about and 
address the future needs of the community, rather than 
prior or current library services, which is often the result 
of traditional strategic planning models.  
 

Project approach and methodology 
Consensus will work with the library and its community 
to produce a strategic plan that both responds to imposed 
changes and generates a vision of the future that the li-
brary intends to create. Our survey partner is ETC Insti-
tute. For the community listening activity, the process we 
recommend is the future search.  
 
About the future search process 
The future search process was developed by Marvin Weis-
bord and Sandra Janoff and has been used extensively in 
businesses, schools, government, health care and human 
services, and communities around the world. Consensus 
convened the first community-wide future search in 1993, 
and has convened subse-
quent future searches tar-
geted to specific issues for 
the community and clients.  
 The process fits 
within the philosophy of 
appreciative inquiry, which 
focuses attention not on 
what’s wrong and needs to 
be fixed, but on what 
works well and the rapid 
improvements possible 
when building on the 
strengths and potential of 
an institution. Future 
search conferences are ideal for an institution that needs to 
answer a specific, important question, such as, how do we 
respond to changes in our environment?  

 The future search process is built on these princi-
ples: 

• Getting the whole system in the room. 
• Exploring the whole system before acting on a 

part. 
• Developing desired future scenarios rather than 

problem-solving. 
• Self-managing and taking responsibility for ac-

tion. 
 During a future search, participants create a 
shared picture of the past and present and a shared vision 
of the future, before they develop a concrete plan of ac-
tion. By focusing on common ground and by getting rep-
resentatives from the whole system in the room, a future 
search produces the possibility for more action than 
through a traditional planning process. Conferences are 
very task-oriented and focused, and those who have expe-
rienced them say that they accomplish a great deal in less 
time than the typical process of holding multiple meet-
ings. 
 A key element of a future search is that it in-

volves a representative 
mix of 30-72 stakeholders 
who are there by invita-
tion. Participants in the 
Monroe County Public 
Library conference would 
include people who reflect 
the entire system, such as 
library users (both youth 
and adult), and people 
from government, busi-
ness, civic and community 
organizations that intersect 
with the library. The con-
ference would also include 
some board members and 

some staff members from different layers of the organiza-
tion. This mix allows the library to feel secure that it is 
planning toward a future desired by a wide spectrum of all 
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kinds of people. It builds on skills and knowledge that 
people already have, and assumes that decision-making 
requires values choices as well as expert knowledge. A 
future search can be extremely effective at building com-
munity support because it represents a significant commit-
ment to engaging stakeholders.   
 During the conference, participants work in small, 
self-managed groups. While they are guided by a facilita-
tor, the participants own the information and shape the 
results. They move quickly from activity to activity – 
among them a timeline, mind map of trends, and creation 
of a future scenario – and then work together to analyze 
what they’ve heard. Future searches are often high-energy, 
with good humor and 
shared sense of fun that 
builds throughout the 
event. In particular, the 
future scenarios are crea-
tive and forward-thinking. 
They represent a leap into 
a future that can capture a 
group’s imagination and 
commitment.  
 The future search 
takes place during 16 
hours over three days, of-
ten a Thursday, Friday and 
Saturday morning. This represents a significant invest-
ment of time on the part of the library and its stakeholders. 
In our experience, stakeholders are willing to make this 
commitment for institutions that matter, such as schools 
and libraries. The conference can be shortened to two days 
without it being a huge problem, but using three days as-
sures that energy is high when people are doing action 
planning. 
 
Benefits of a future search over a standard strategic 
planning process 
We don’t recommend a future search conference to every 
group that wants a strategic plan because it isn’t right for 

every situation. The Monroe County Public Library RFP, 
though, suggested that the future search process was right 
for this library at this moment. The library is serious 
about focusing on the future, as evidenced by its Futures 
Committee. It is interested in a community engagement 
process that “helps the library’s audiences think about and 
address the future needs of the community,” and wants a 
future-oriented decision-making process. In addition, the 
library’s ranking in the HAPLR Index top 10 for libraries 
of its size suggest a willingness to innovate and seek ex-
cellence.  
 There is, of course, nothing wrong with the stand-
ard Planning for Results model, and Consensus has used 

focus groups quite often 
and to good effect. In this 
case, however, the future 
search conference would 
offer several benefits over 
a typical strategic planning 
and community engage-
ment process: 
• The future search con-
ference is an event large 
enough and innovative 
enough to draw positive 
attention to the library; 
• The conference model 

allows participants to familiarize themselves with 
the Futures Committee report and other back-
ground, and incorporate it into planning. Focus 
groups tend to get top-of-the-head responses. 

• Everything builds towards creation of an action 
plan. The action plan outline and a significant 
amount of detail are completed at the end of the 
conference, which reduces the time needed for 
subsequent meetings. 

• The conference allows library staff and board to 
be included in planning for the future at an appro-
priate level. This helps assure that the action plan 
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fits with the real world that the library inhabits. 
• By inviting stakeholders to the conference and 

keeping them engaged afterward, the library 
builds on and strengthens ties in the community. It 
also allows the library to build in action that re-
quires support from the business, nonprofit and 
government sectors to come to fruition. 

• Because stakeholders own the action plan, action 
is more likely to result. 

 It is important to note that preparing for and hold-
ing the future search event requires a time commitment 
from library staff members. The Consensus team will ac-
complish most of the tasks, and it will have to rely on li-
brary staff members for activities that must be done in 
Bloomington, such as preparing participant packets, 
providing contact information for suggested participants, 
and securing the venue. In addition, the event would re-
quire that a handful of staff members or very capable vol-
unteers be involved at the event to help with set-up, regis-
tration, tear-down and other logistics. 
 The future search process would be supported by 

work with the Strategic Planning Steering Committee and 
by information about the current state of the Monroe 
County Public Library. 
 

The Strategic Planning Steering  
Committee 
Consensus would work with the Strategic Planning Steer-
ing Committee to plan and implement the future search 
conference, and to oversee production of the strategic 
plan. At Consensus, we believe strongly that we do not 
own a strategic plan and that the plan must be deeply 
rooted in the institution and the community in order to 
create change. We are responsible for assuring that the 
event works well, but the steering committee embeds the 
process into the fabric of Monroe County. 
 At its first site visit, Consensus would work with 
the committee to agree on the central question driving the 
future search conference. For example, in 2006-07 when 
we worked with the Washington State Library on a series 
of future searches around the state, the central question 
was, “How can libraries and their communities assure 

 

Participants in a future search create a shared picture of their past as an organization, as individuals, and as a community. 
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excellent libraries in 2012?” The framing of the question 
has a great deal to do with what happens during the con-
ference. 
 In addition, we would lead the committee through 
the important work of selecting the participants for the 
future search. While Consensus will provide guidance in 
terms of the best break-
down of participants in 
terms of the number of stu-
dents, business leaders, 
etc., the steering committee 
knows the community and 
would be asked to create 
the list of invitees. Consen-
sus will be responsible for 
calling and emailing the 
invitees, but would issue 
invitations in the name of 
the steering committee. We 
would be delighted if com-
mittee members wanted to soften folks up a bit by calling 
them prior to our call.  
 Not every member of the steering committee 
would be able to be a conference participant. During the 
future search, therefore, we would look to steering com-
mittee members to be our volunteer base. This will allow 
the event to run smoothly while giving committee mem-
bers the chance to experience the event. 
 After the event, we would ask the steering com-
mittee to review and analyze the results with us via con-
ference call, and we would ask the committee to work 
with us to decide what they want to know from the survey 
of county residents.  
 Consensus will return after its survey partner, 
ETC, has presented the results of the survey. That two-day 
site visit will focus on generating a draft mission and vi-
sion and creating detailed action plans. The plans will take 
into account both the future search action plans and results 
from the survey that seem important to incorporate into 
the final plan. Consensus will work with the steering com-

mittee and/or with staff members to generate tactical 
plans to go with the strategies from the future search and 
survey. 
 
Data collection 
To create a great plan, you must understand the starting 

point. To that end, Con-
sensus offers national data 
comparisons that are done 
on a consistent and rigor-
ous basis. The Consensus 
team includes one of the 
nation’s foremost experts 
in library data and how to 
apply them to planning. 
Because of the extensive 
databases he maintains for 
the HAPLR Index, Tom 
Hennen can provide de-
tailed comparisons be-

tween the Monroe County Public Library and other librar-
ies nationwide. Comparisons with the rest of Indiana and 
with other states make it clear when the library is bucking 
a trend or when a particular difference is significant.  
 In addition, Hennen provides a clear understand-
ing of tax issues and their impact on libraries. Hennen is 
often published in national library journals on issues relat-
ed to library structure and funding. The team’s work is 
distinguished by the richness of its data and analysis on 
the impact of tax capacity on library funding and on the 
use of different measures to show how much local resi-
dents pay for library services, as well as its understanding 
of various sources of funding in use among libraries na-
tionwide. 
 Consensus would provide data on the Monroe 
County Public Library that would be provided to partici-
pants in the future search conference. The data would 
complement the report of the Future Committee. 
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The customer survey 
ETC Institute will administer a statistically valid random 
sample community survey of 600 households in Monroe 
County, to seamlessly integrate into the overall strategic 
planning team efforts.   
 ETC Institute is capable of administering the survey 
entirely by phone or entirely by mail.  Given the negative 
impact that caller ID has had on phone survey response 
rates in recent years, we 
recommend administering 
each survey using a com-
bination of mail and phone 
to maximize the overall 
level of response. This 
approach is recommended 
because it gives more resi-
dents an opportunity to 
respond to the survey 
while enabling ETC Insti-
tute to control the distri-
bution of the sample.  
Even if people do not re-
spond by mail, people who 
receive the mailed version of the survey are significantly 
more likely to respond to the survey by phone because 
they know the survey is legitimate. The costs for adminis-
tering the survey by phone only or a combination of mail/
phone are the same.   
 Questions on the survey will be developed in part-
nership with the Monroe County Public Library and con-
sultant team and address the issues necessary to help 
“decision makers make better decisions” regarding long-
range strategic planning.  
 The survey will be administered by ETC Institute 
staff at their corporate facilities including all aspects of 
mailings, phone calling, development of the database, data 
entry, etc. By having ETC Institute staff conduct all of the 
work, they can completely control all project quality and 
timelines.   

 We would complete a sampling of 600 house-
holds within Monroe County.   Results for the entire   
sampling of 600 households within the County will have a 
95% level of confidence with a margin of error of +/-4% 
overall. ETC Institute will guarantee completion of at 
least 600 surveys for the community survey.  Should 
more surveys be completed there will be no additional 
costs to the Monroe County Public Library. 

 ETC Institute will 
conduct up to eight (8) 
cross-tabular comparisons 
of survey results by key 
demographic factors, such 
as gender, age of respond-
ent, length of residency, 
income, users/non-users of 
library services, etc.  The 
demographic factors to be 
cross-tabbed will be select-
ed by the Monroe County 
Public Library consulting 
team in consultation with 
the entire team.  Survey 
results will additionally be 

compared to results from the 2008 survey as per trends 
and other factors.  The databases for both surveys will be 
used.   
 ETC Institute will geocode survey results to the 
latitude and longitude coordinates of the area where a re-
spondent lives.  This technique allows survey data to be 
integrated with geographic information systems (GIS), 
which allows your community to “map” survey respons-
es.  In addition to enhancing the quality of presentations, 
these maps can be used to support strategic analysis and 
decision making.  Approximately 90% of surveys can be 
geocoded. 
          Geocoding can help identify where gaps exist in 
service delivery to help the Library identify differences 
and similarities in service needs by areas of the county. In 
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addition to geocoding the surveys, ETC Institute will cre-
ate up to 10 maps of survey results for public presentation. 
 
Importance-Satisfaction Matrix and Ratings   
ETC Institute will develop an Importance-Satisfaction 
Matrix to display the perceived importance of core ser-
vices against the perceived 
quality of service delivery.  
ETC Institute currently pro-
vides this analysis for many 
governmental organizations. 
The I-S (Importance-
Satisfaction) matrix will al-
low Monroe County Library 
officials and the consultant 
team to analyze the survey 
data as described below.   
• Meeting Priorities 

(above average im-
portance and above av-
erage satisfaction).  This area shows where the agen-
cy is meeting customer expectations.  Items in this 
area have a significant impact on the customer’s over-
all level of satisfaction.  The agency should maintain 
(or slightly increase) emphasis on items in this area. 

• Exceeding Expectations (below average importance 
and above average satisfaction).   This area shows 
where the agency is performing significantly better 

than customers expect the organization to perform.  
Items in this area do not significantly impact the cus-
tomer’s overall level of satisfaction.  The agency 
should maintain (or slightly decrease) emphasis on 
items in this area. 

• Areas of Major Concern (above average importance 
and below average satis-
faction).  This area shows 
where the agency is not 
performing as well as 
residents expect the agen-
cy to perform.  This area 
has a significant impact 
on customer satisfaction.  
The agency should DEFI-
NITELY increase empha-
sis on these items. 
• Less Important 
(below average im-
portance and below aver-

age satisfaction).  This area shows where the agency 
is not performing well relative to the agency’s perfor-
mance in other areas; however, this area is generally 
considered to be less important to residents. This area 
does not significantly impact the customer’s overall 
level of satisfaction because the items rated are less 
important to residents. The agency should maintain 
current levels of emphasis in this area. 
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Consensus and ETC would accomplish the work plan be-
low. Because action planning occurs at the conference, we 
can complete the tasks sooner than the timeline in the 
RFP.  The timeline shows the future search conference 
held in late February or early March. Using some of the 

saved time to move the future search a month or so later 
would add lead time for conference planning and would 
reduce the likelihood of bad weather getting in the way. 

 
Work plan & timeline 

When  Task 
Consen-

sus/ 
ETC 

MCPL 

February  Review Futures Committee document, etc.  X    

   Interview 6 key stakeholders  X    

   Produce detailed information about MCPL and its rela-
tion with other libraries of a similar size.  X    

  
Conduct minimal additional research as needed and pro-
duce a document to complement the Futures Committee 
report. 

X    

Feb. 
27-29 

3-day site visit. Meet with the steering committee and 
staff to identify stakeholders and venue, and plan for the 
future search conference. 

X    

   Secure donated venue.     X 

March – 
April 

Recruit participants in March and April. 
Consensus will invite participants and track RSVPs, and 
will request regular communication and help from the 
library to identify alternates and find contact infor-
mation. 

X  X 

   Create materials for participant packets.  X    

   Copy and assemble participant packets.     X 

  
Finalize participant list. Mail or post online the futures 
and background document and ask that participants read 
it in advance. 

X  X 

   Create facilitator script and plan for documentation.  X    

   Purchase and ship supplies (butcher paper, magic mark-
ers, table baskets, sticky dots)  X    

   Purchase or borrow supplies (flip chart pads, flip chart 
easels, props, any table or room decorations desired)     X 

  
Order or purchase snacks and meals. Will require two 
lunches, bagels for three days, and healthy afternoon 
snacks for two days. Cost is not included in the budget. 

   X 
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May  Hold future search conference.  X  X 

   Transcribe flip charts, put action plans into spreadsheet, 
and create report on the conference.  X    

June  Via conference call, present conference report and draft 
of the survey.  X    

July  Conduct survey.  X    

August  ETC site visit to present results of survey  X    

   Review future search results in light of the survey to as-
sure that no action steps are left out.  X    

September 
or at 10/10 
staff meeting 

Hold two-day site visit to work with steering committee 
and staff members to created detailed action plans.  X    

   Document the results of the action planning session.  X    

November  Provide the strategic plan to the strategic planning com-
mittee via email.  X    
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The Consensus team includes people who are national 
leaders in civic engagement, survey research, and library 
management. Resumes are included in an appendix. 
 
About Consensus 
Consensus is a nonprofit consulting firm that works on 
client-funded and philanthropically funded projects. Since 
it was founded in 1984 to give citizens a voice in public 
policy, Consensus has worked with the community to pro-
duce reports on a variety of public policy issues.  
 In 2004, Consensus released the white paper, 
Making Book: Gambling on the Future of Our Libraries, 
which received national acclaim. For example, OCLC in-
cluded it in a recommended reading list, Public Library 
Quarterly printed the executive summary, and schools of 
library science made it required reading. Consensus has 
gone on to specialize in research and citizen engagement 
related to library structure, funding and governance.   
 Along with its policy studies, Consensus is a lead-
er in citizen engagement. In 2010, Consensus launched 
The Civility Project, designed to increase civility when the 
public is involved in difficult issues. After holding 20 fo-
cus groups with citizens across the political spectrum, 
Consensus developed a one-day class on how to improve 
the methods used to engage the public. This fall, the Con-
sensus team presented its findings at the Dole Institute in 
Lawrence, Kansas. 
 Consensus is also a national leader in deliberation. 
MacNeil/Lehrer Productions selected Consensus four 
times to serve as the metro Kansas City co-convener, with 
KCPT Public Television, of By the People. The day of 
deliberation invites randomly selected citizens to come to 
public judgment on difficult issues. In addition, Consen-
sus has conducted two studies working with the Kettering 
Foundation, the Dayton-based operating foundation that 
conducts research into how to make democracy function 
as it should. 
 Consensus has worked with two local libraries to 
engage members of their communities in deliberation. The 
Kansas City Public Library asked Consensus to provide a 

series of deliberative public forums in 2008-2009. In 2007
-2008, the award-winning Johnson County Library and 
KCPT Public Television hired Consensus to created origi-
nal discussion guides for four public forums on science-
related topics for their IMLS-funded project, Science, 
INC. 
 Consensus has also designed and implemented 
strategic planning, action planning, citizen engagement, 
and training sessions for a variety of clients. For more 
information about our work, visit : 
• www.consensuskc.org or 
• www.consensusconsultants.com. 
 
Previous experience 
Libraries face unique issues regarding how they are struc-
tured and funded. Changes in society, including new tech-
nology and a push for wider units of service, require new 
responses from libraries. Consensus offers services to li-
braries that want to consider new ways to operate. Our 
exemplary research, understanding of industry trends and 
ability to involve the public and stakeholders in a mean-
ingful way assure positive results. 
 
Washington State Five-year Plan. In 2006-2007, the 
Washington State Library engaged Consensus to produce 
a five-year plan for all libraries in the state. 

Consensus began by developing a needs assess-
ment that included the results of research, phone inter-
views with more than 30 stakeholders, and an online sur-
vey of library staff, trustees and users. 

The Washington State Library then convened 
four, one-day future search conferences at sites through-
out the state, including Everett, Olympia/Tumwater, Spo-
kane and Kennewick. The conferences included library 
staff members, directors, and trustees, along with key 
community leaders and youth and adult library users. 

During the future search conferences, participants 
developed a timeline of past events, a map of current 
trends, and scenarios for the future. They then identified 
key goals that they wanted to reach and developed action 

 
The Consensus team 
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steps to reach those goals. 
The resulting five-year plan is built around visions 

for the future that inspired participants, with supporting 
goals and objectives. The five-year plan was the founda-
tion for the state’s five-year LSTA plan. 
 
Reference 
Rand Simmons, acting state librarian 
PO Box 42460 
Olympia, WA 98504-2460 
360.570.5585  
rsimmons@secstate.wa.gov 
 
WCCLS Funding & Governance. In 2008, Washington 
County Cooperative Library Services, a 14-library cooper-
ative in the county west of Portland, Oregon, hired Con-
sensus to help it consider new ways to structure and fund 
library services.  

The ten-month study, completed in 2009, included 
detailed findings on the current state of Washington Coun-
ty libraries, public engagement that included the stake-
holders of each library as well as unaffiliated citizens, and 
a process that engaged library leadership in analyzing the 
current situation and creating their picture of libraries of 
the future. 

In addition, Consensus interviewed library direc-
tors around the U.S. whose libraries had undergone mer-
gers or who oversaw other cooperative and federated sys-
tems. 

Through this process, library leaders decided that 
their current funding system was not broken enough to 
drive them to consolidate into one special district. Library 
leaders realized, though, that there was no guarantee that 
the current situation would continue and saw many indica-
tors that change was in the offing. The project identified 
specific steps that the library community would take in 
case of a crisis, based on a shared understanding of 
tradeoffs and consequences of different actions. 

One consequence of the project was that local li-
braries identified significant improvements that could be 

made within the current structure. Ideas, such as including 
unincorporated areas in governance and doing more work 
centrally so that libraries can focus on service, generated 
energy and excitement. Many were implemented. 
 
Reference  
Eva Calcagno, manager 
WCCLS Administrative Office 
111 NE Lincoln Street, #230-L 
Hillsboro, OR 97124-3036 
(503) 846-3222 
Calcagno@wccls.org 
To view reports from the project, go to  
http://www.wccls.org/library_services/wccls 
 
Libraries Together in Scott County, Iowa. In 2005-
2006, Consensus implemented a ten-month study for li-
braries in Scott County, Iowa, that received national atten-
tion for its use of deliberation to engage the public in de-
ciding what kinds of libraries they wanted. The study is 
viewed by Iowa officials as having the potential to be a 
statewide model for restructuring library services.  The 
project combined two Consensus strengths: an under-
standing of library structure, funding and governance is-
sues; and skill in engaging the public. 
 Consensus worked with a client team that includ-
ed directors of the four public libraries in Scott County. It 
conducted extensive research, including stakeholder inter-
views and public surveys and meetings, and released re-
ports to the public on the following topics: 
• The current situation.  What is the current status of 

libraries in Scott County and how are they affected by 
state laws and policies? 

• Internal efficiency.  How might the four public librar-
ies reduce costs, increase efficiency, and improve the 
level of service they provide? 

• Collaboration.  What opportunities exist for the four 
libraries to work collaboratively? 

• Unification.  What would be the benefits and disad-
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vantages of creating one unified library serving all of 
Scott County? 

• Public opinion.  What is the public’s view of three 
options for changing library service: become more 
independent, collaborate, or unify? 

• Options for action.  The final report provided scenari-
os showing the likely result of the three options, bene-
fits and disadvantages, and the opinions of the public 
and various stakeholders groups. 

The project was featured in American Libraries 
and Participation Quarterly, a publication of the Interna-
tional Association of Public Participation.  
 
Reference 
Kim Kietzman, library director 
Altoona Public Library 
700 8th St. SW 
Altoona, IA  500009 
kkietzman@altoona.lib.ia.us 
515.967.3881 
To view reports from Libraries Together, go to http://
blog.librariestogether.org/?page_id=2 
 
Consensus team members 
 
Jennifer Wilding, project director. Wilding is director 
of Consensus and a partner in Consensus Consulting, the 
organization’s social enterprise arm. She is the author of 
Making Book: Gambling on the Future of Our Libraries, 
an analysis of the structure and funding of libraries in met-
ro Kansas City. She served as team leader for the Wash-
ington County Cooperative Library Services, Libraries 
Together in Scott County, and Washington State Library 
projects. 
 Wilding combines an understanding of library 
structure and funding with broad knowledge of public pol-
icy. Since 1986, she has conducted research and worked 
with citizen committees to produce policy reports on a 
wide range of issues. Her reports are praised for being 
neutral, accurate, and written in an accessible, conversa-

tional style. 
 Wilding is also a recognized leader in civic en-
gagement. She is one of just 60 individuals selected by 
AmericaSpeaks, the national leader in large-scale citizen 
engagement, as a network associate. She has led the Con-
sensus KC Forums project, which was begun by the 
Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation and moved to Con-
sensus in 2002. Wilding’s work has led to research con-
tracts with the Kettering Foundation and four opportuni-
ties to serve as a By the People site for MacNeil/Lehrer 
Productions.  
 Among Wilding’s other clients are the Mid-
America Regional Council (the metro Kansas City coun-
cil of governments), the U.S. Institute for Environmental 
Conflict Resolution, Kansas City Kansas Community 
College, Kansas City (Missouri) Public Library, and the 
Johnson County Library. 
 In addition, Wilding is a skilled facilitator and 
trainer who is often called upon to share her process 
skills. She has trained volunteer facilitators and trained 
young people and adults in how to work as partners. She 
has produced nine future search conferences and designed 
countless community meetings. 
 
Thomas Hennen. Hennen has been a practicing librarian 
for over 35 years.  He is presently the director of 
Waukesha County Federated Library System in Wiscon-
sin.  He previously directed library systems elsewhere in 
Wisconsin and Minnesota. 

Waukesha County Federated Library System has 
won 9 National Association of Counties Achievement 
Awards in the last several years, for innovative programs 
and long-range planning efforts.  Hennen has the chair of 
the Wisconsin Library Association Library Development 
and Legislation Committee. 

Library periodicals such as Library Journal and 
American Libraries have published more than 45 of his 
articles on a wide range of topics, including library fu-
tures, standards, and accounting.  His book for Neal-
Schuman, Hennen’s Public Library Planner, was pub-
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lished in 2004.  Hennen has addressed professional library 
associations in 17 U.S. states, 4 Canadian provinces, and 
Australia. 

Hennen developed Hennen’s American Public 
Library Ratings (HAPLR), which uses data provided by 
9,000 public libraries in the United States to create com-
parative rankings.  The rankings have gained media notic-
es in hundreds of communities since their first publication 
in American Libraries magazine almost a decade ago. 

Hennen consulted with Consensus on Making 
Book, and served on the Scott County Iowa Consensus 
project, as well as other Consensus projects and on pro-
jects for Hennen’s Library Consulting in several states. 

 
Mary Jo Draper. Draper brings expertise in public in-
volvement through facilitation and communications for 
not-for-profit groups. Building upon 15 years in public 
radio, she established Draper Communications to help 
organizations and governments understand the needs and 
values of the public and communicate more effectively. 

Draper holds a BS in journalism from Ohio Uni-
versity and a master’s in journalism from the University of 
Missouri. In her 15 years as news director of KCUR FM 
in Kansas City, Draper hosted a call-in program on com-
munity issues as well as reporting on local topics for both 
KCUR and National Public Radio. 

Draper established Draper Communications in 
1999. The firm provides public involvement, facilitation, 
writing and communications services. The firm’s major 
projects have included:   
• KC Safe City Initiative: two-year strategic planning 

initiative for the City of Kansas City, MO. using pub-
lic involvement to create legislative package of 
public safety initiatives; adopted by City of Kansas 
City in 2000; 

• Transportation Public Involvement: assisting Missouri 
and Kansas Departments of Transportation in gather-
ing and assessing public input into major road and 
transportation planning. 

• Library projects with Consensus: Draper has worked 
on the WCCLS, Scott County and Washington State 

projects. 
Other major clients include Kansas City Partner-

ship for Children, MidAmerica Neuroscience Institute, 
the Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation, the Missouri 
Academy of Family Physicians, and the American Acade-
my of Family Physicians. 

Draper is a partner in Consensus Consulting. 
 
About ETC Institute 
ETC Institute was founded in 1982 by Dr. Elaine Tatham 
to help local governments gather data from residents to 
enhance community planning. During the past 25 years, 
the firm has grown from a small one-person company to a 
national corporation.  
 Since its founding, ETC Institute has completed 
research projects for clients in 46 states. This includes 
thousands of surveys, focus groups, and stakeholder meet-
ings. 
 Individuals involved in the Monroe County Pub-
lic Library project will include a team led by Ron Vine 
and including Dr. Elaine Tatham and Chris Tatham. Ron 
is currently serving as a vice president of ETC Institute. 
Under his leadership, the firm has completed more than 
450 surveys for public, non-profit, and private sector cli-
ents. The firm is recognized as a national leader in the 
strategic use of public input for performance measure-
ments, funding decisions, benchmarking, and decision 
making. 
 For more than 25 years, Mr. Vine has strategical-
ly involved citizens and clients into decision making pro-
cesses that affected their lives. Mr. Vine is skilled in both 
the use of quantitative phone and mail survey research 
efforts and as a facilitator for focus groups and stakehold-
er interviews. He has more than 15 years experience as a 
project manager, in a wide range of governmental, non-
profit and private sector planning and management stud-
ies. He has been the project manager for market research 
assignments in over 40 states, with public sector clients 
ranging in size up to over 1 million populations. 
 Prior to starting work as a private consultant in 
1989, Mr. Vine worked for 15 years in a series of high 
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level governmental administrative positions, including 
serving as the Chief Administrative Officer for the City of 
Topeka, Kansas, where he managed a work force of over 
1,200 municipal employees as well as an operations and 
capital budget in excess of $200 million. In this position, 
he was one of the first municipal officials in the country to 
embrace the development of public/private and non-profit 
partnerships, and the establishment of creative funding 
strategies such as public foundations as a tool for address-
ing community needs.  
 
ETC Institute references include the following: 
 
DONNA DZIEDZIC, Executive Director 
MARCIA LEBEAU, Director of Administrative Services 
Naperville Public Library 
200 W. Jefferson 
Naperville, Illinois 60540 
(630) 961-4100 
Project:  Needs Assessment Survey 
Description:  ETC Institute conducted this 2008 citizen 
survey for this award winning library as foundation for a 
strategic plan  
 
LINDA TILLSON, Director 
Park City Library 
1255 Park Avenue 
Park City, Utah  84060 
(435) 615-5600 
Description:  ETC Institute conducted a needs assessment 
survey for the library system in 2008 
 
 

 


